MINUTE OF PRE BID MEETING HELD ON 18.01.2017 AT 1100 HRS UNDER CHAIRMANSHIP OF DDG (PROC) FOR PROCUREMENT OF 3 UNIT OF COMPUTERIZED POLYGRAPH SYSTEM (TWO DESKTOP AND ONE LAPTOP SYSTEM) FOR CFSL, CBI

The following were present:-

MHA:
1. Shri Rajender Kumar DDG(Proc) In chair
2. Shri Rajendra Singh, DC (Proc)
FINANCE, MHA: No body turned up
CFSL CBI NEW DELHI:
1. Shri J C Moses, SSO I
2. Shri Nilesh Wagh, SSO II
3. Shri D K Trivedi, O.S
FROM TRADE:
1. M/s Axxonet System Technologies Pvt Ltd

Shri Manish Kurian

2. The Chair welcomed all members.

3. DC (Proc) has informed that this office has floated e-tender (Global Tender Enquiry) on cpp portal on 03.01.2017 for procurement of subject stores. The tender notice has been issued for publication to (i) ITJ, Kolkata (ii) national newspapers through DAVP and (iii) SO (IT). Tender notice has also been given to (iv) MoE Affairs for onward transmission to Ambassador/High Commissioner of Embassies of those countries, who are likely suppliers of subject store and (v) Likely known sources of supplies. Rep of CFSL CBI has also informed that wider publicity through email/fax to all 4 likely known suppliers of stores and their Indian agents have also been made. The rep of CFSL CBI has also expressed urgency of computerized polygraph system.

4. On being enquired, rep of M/s Axxonet System Technologies has told about payment terms which has been explained to him according to clause 5 of GTE at P-26 and he agreed to the financial terms of GTE.

5. After addressing point, meeting concluded with vote of thanks to chair.
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JS (PM): for info please